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Customized New Business Intake:
Workflows and Integrations 
Custom and Pre-Built New Business Intake for Medium and Large Law Firms

Generate new revenue faster and with fewer bottlenecks. Pay less than large, packaged products and keep the conflicts checking 
provider you prefer.

Whether you want something brand new or want to start with pre-built and pre-integrated options, experience full customization 
either way. The solutions ensures compliance with your organization’s policies and business rules for onboarding.

Popular Integrations with Practice Management and Conflicts Checking Software

I-nnovate’s new business applications fully integrate popular financial practice management systems such as Elite, Aderant, or Juris. 

Conflicts systems such as LegalKey integrate seamlessly. You can experience excellence in both new business workflow and con-
flicts checking – without compromising on either. 

Turn new matters into dollars faster.

Organizations regularly integrate with document management systems, including iManage and eDOCS. All solutions include 
reporting via SQL Server Reporting Services reports (SSRS).

Results for Am Law 200 Clients:

•	 Firm reduced opening matters from 3 to 5 weeks to 2 days.
•	 Another firm improved collections by $2.5M in 8 months.
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Automating Non-Billable Hours
at Law Firms

We Sifted through Tons Vendor BS to Find You Gold
A Meta-Analysis of the Most Popular Solutions

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Why This is Different from a Typical Whitepaper

We hate whitepapers that lack research, rigor, or authentic content. 

This whitepaper will help any medium to large law firm sort 
through the mess that is “automation” for their firms. It will not 
waste your time with definitions, padding, or things you can easily 
Google for yourself. 

If you really find this whitepaper helpful, please share with 
colleagues or other firms.

Goals of This Whitepaper

• Provide a solid understanding of the areas law firms automate 
their practices.

• Account for vendor bias in “popularity” of solutions.
• Understand how ROI may vary for each solution at your firm.
• Show how some solutions can impact workflows and reduce 

human touch points.

A Brief Introduction

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Many law firms find mixed results from automation. Some solutions fail to live up to their promises, due to 
limitations of the vendor, internal resistance to change, or both.

As a systems integrator, we have a somewhat unique perspective at I-nnovate. We take a hollistic view of law firm 
systems and how they function -- all solutions and human touch points included.

Automation sucess, especially at mid-sized and large firms, can feel a little embarassing. Some of the best stories 
may never be told. 

Why?  The biggest improvements seem like obvious choices, high-ROI choices that should have been made 
sooner. Few large firms want to associate their reputation with stories like that.

At a firm with over 450 attorneys in the Southeast region of the US, they found compliance 
difficult in their inactive matter review procedure. The firm accumulated over 120K inactive 
matters in their financial/practice management system. The sheer volume of inactive matters 
created massive conflict reports, administrative labor, and delays, in new matter requests. If time is 
money, they were starting new matters at a loss.

Within a few weeks of implementation, billing attorneys resolved over 80K inactive matters, 
individually spending minutes or hours to do so. A custom process tied together multiple systems 
into a custom UI that met the usability requirements of even the most stubborn and seasoned 
attorneys. Conflict reports in new matter requests shrank to a fraction of their previous size, and 
days or even weeks were removed from new matter intake.

Another AmLaw 200 firm in the Southeast region of the US was opening around 650 new matters 
each month. A manual new business intake process involved many manual touch points from 
various administrative staff, attorneys, and partners. The process involved multiple software 
systems. New business took 3 to 5 weeks to initiate.
 
After integrating systems and by enabling input of all intake data to a single piece of software 
-- without overhauling their other systems, new matter intake shrunk to 2 days, plus a mandatory 
24-hour hold for attorneys to review a daily conflicts bulletin. 

Have You Encountered Hurdles When Trying to Automate?

At an AmLaw 200 Firm, Automation Found 120,000 Inactive Matters and Resolved 80,000 

New Business Intake Automation Custs Time to New Revenue from Weeks to Days 

Real-World Examples of Automation Success

I  Evidence of ROI for Automating Non-
Billable Hours

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Law Firm Automation Solutions Ranked by Popularity

These categories represent the most popular law firm automation areas on Google. You can see the search terms 
we used at the end of the whitepaper.

Solutions for these areas exist in many forms, from single apps to massive practice management software.  

I  The Most “Popular” Forms of 
    Automation

I  Evidence of ROI for Automating Non-
Billable Hours
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Popular Law Firm Automation Solutions and Vendor Bias

Given the nature of content marketing today, many vendors have written blog posts on automating back-office 
tasks in law firms. 

When vendors discussed an area to automate that they also sell, we might assume some bias on their part. 
Subtracting those instances results in some notable differences:

Note that billing automation becomes the most recommended way to automate at law firms. 

II  Accounting for Vendor Bias
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This research thoroughly examined the top 10-20 
Google results for the following queries:

ways to automate non-billable hours law
best ways to automate legal practice
automating legal administrative tasks
how to automate law firm back office

As articles from the ABA, legal associations, legal news 
outlets, and vendor blog posts listed solutions to law 
firm automation, we cataloged each one. Only organic 
results were used – no sponsored search results were 
used.

What kind of weight should this research have in your 
research and evaluations?

Google’s Organic Search Result Rankings and 
“Helpfulness” – A Proxy for Popularity

Google’s search results often end up being better 
than other search engines. Their absolute market 
dominance in Search testifies to the impressive nature 
of Google’s algorithms. 

A core part of Google’s philosophy hinges on user 
activity – what links do people actually click on, stay 
with, or link back to? In other words, pages that seem 
the most “helpful” tend to rank the highest, assuming 
they all have similar keywords and topics.

Focusing on the top 10-20 results from Google shows 
what articles on law firm automation people found the 
most helpful, so that is at least partially a proxy for the 
popularity of their recommendations.

Limitations to This Kind of Research

Let us be clear – a double-blind experiment with 
multiple law firms implementing the same types 
of solutions in similar situations would be a better 
examination of automation in firms.

But that does not exist, to-date.

Here is what we risk in this meta-analysis:

Bias towards older, more established forms 
of automation – Cutting-edge, AI-powered 
automation areas emerged far less often in this 
research. 

Hard numbers and ROI – The popular solution 
does not mean the best solution. Take billing 
automation: it boasts potentially the highest 
ROI, but it requires a lot of behavior change from 
attorneys. Could a lower-ROI but easier-to-adopt 
solution produce better real-world results? It is hard 
to know without abundant hard numbers.

Bias from quasi-plagiarism – Anyone writing an 
article on this topic may have been informed by 
earlier writers and what categories those initial 
authors chose to cover. Popularity could be self-
perpetuated, at least in part.

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Law Firm Automation Solutions: Potential ROI by Ease of Implementation

As many law firm technical leaders readily admit: resistance to change plagues mid-sized and large law firms.

Automation solutions live in the real world. Users must actually use it. Leadership, ideally, enthusiastically 
endorses the solution and incentivizes its use in some way. Here are the some “real world” rankings and analysis 
of automation solutions:

IV  “Real World” Analysis

Potential ROI –  ROI of a given solution (% return, not total return).

Ease of Implementation – potential resistance to change given factors such as extent of behavior change needed, 
technical skills needed, or other factors that may increase or decrease adoption rates.

Definitons
Easy to Implement

Potential ROI

Higher

Easier

Knowledge Management

Task Management

New Business Intake

Transcribing Software
Digital Signatures
Scheduling

Document Assembly

Client Communication

Billing

AP Automation

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Solution

$
Billing

Task 
Management

Document 
Assembly

New Business 
Intake

V  Solution Analysis

Many sources cite a study that shows attorneys 
only bill for 87% of the time they could. 
Combined with the eliminating manual data 
entry, billing solutions can impact both costs 
and revenue positively.

Assuming the software does exactly as 
intended, some ROI may be seen from 
efficiency. However, companies also value task 
management solutions for compliance reasons 
as much as any potential ROI.

Reducing document creation time can 
potentially provide a solid ROI.  How much 
time can be saved by making it easier to apply 
templated document components.

Automating part of the intake process, 
including conflicts checking, can greatly impact 
ROI. Whether it is clearing inactive matters (and 
reducing conflicts) using automation or creating 
a custom new business intake process overall, 
we have seen new matter timelines turn from 
weeks to days.

Billing solutions seek to replace attorneys using 
pen-and-paper solutions for billing tracking. 
Billing solutions can require starting and 
stopping activities for by-the-second recording. 
Some can integrate with CRM software to 
automatically track time for activities initiated 
through the CRM interface. But to many 
attorneys, these may just feel like extra steps 
compared to dropping off hand-written notes 
for someone else to enter. 

Changing how someone handles tasks 
requires significant buy-in from leadership to 
effect lasting change across the organization. 
Evaluating performance based on data from 
these systems can help incentivize change. 
These are the kind of solutions that need to be 
fully adopted to be effective. 

Effective use of document assembly tools 
requires some behavior changes. Whether 
they’re willing to embrace those changes or 
how to measure impact will greatly depend on 
the firm, its capabilities, and its culture.

Any new software interface can require some 
training and adjustment. This requires some 
buy-in, but if matters can only be accepted 
through the new process, it tends to make 
adoption faster. Plus, this option may be 
welcomed if a more manual processed had 
burdened administrators.

Potential ROI Implementation

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Knowledge 
Management

Transcribing 
Software

AP + AI 
Automation

Scheduling

This can be a very, very quick project. Some 
firms create their own knowledgebase or wiki. 
From a technical perspective, setting this up and 
even adding some initial content and categories 
can happen very quickly.

Accurate client meeting notes can reduce 
liability. Leaving a voicemail after a meeting that 
gets transcribed by machine-assisted human 
editors is very cost-effective and can reduce 
time spent on non-billable tasks.

Aaccounts Payable (AP) automation comes in 
various forms. For the purposes of this analysis, 
we assume a cutting-edge solution that 
includes AI invoice capture, a new technology.
As a rule of thumb, this solution can cut manual 
invoice entry from 5 minutes per invoice to less 
than a minute per invoice. 

Some solutions for this are free, and those that 
are not are very cost effective. This is an easy 
way to reduce communication friction and 
shave off time that can add up with dozens of 
associates over the course of years.

Users can add to it and build it up over time, 
and it does not require a hard switch. Even if 
it is just a few users that do a lot of the initial 
heavy lifting, a firm wiki containing important 
knowledge or links to helpful templates may be 
a slow burn, but it also has a hidden advantage: 
once users become accustomed to using it, you 
can use to advance tech adoption. “Advertise” 
new tech or store instructions or demo videos 
for current initiatives.

Transcription is an easier internal “sale.” Even 
attorneys resistant to change may relish being 
able to dictate their notes without having to 
wait on internal administrative staff who may 
have other priorities.

No one likes entering invoies, and it can cost 
around $3 per invoice to enter them. Template-
based automation still requires significant 
amounts of time for AP clerks to “train” a system.  
A pre-trained AI invoice capture solution can 
create ROI without disruption. Without any 
technical training or time invested, AI can turn 
semi-structured data in invoices into structured 
data -- the kind that goes right into your 
financial software -- automatically. That’s why 
we consider it among the easiest to implement 
with a solid ROI.

Does anyone really like doing the “how about 
this day at this time” back-and-forth? This is 
easier to implement because a simple link 
added to an email signature, possibly changed 
on behalf of the associate, can replace all of that 
back-and-forth. Instead, “please click the link in 
my signature and select a time that works for 
you” can simplify the whole process.

Potential ROI Implementation

ABCABC

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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IV  Deep Dive into “Goldilocks” Solutions

The right automation project will depend entirely on your law firm and its situation. 

However, if you’re looking for a relatively quick win that could get past internal hurdles, we wanted to provide 
some detailed information based on I-nnovate’s nearly 20 years of experience.

Minimally Disruptive with a Decent ROI - Business Intake and AP

AP clerks and everyone above them in an accounting organization dislikes entering invoices. Studies from 
Deloitte and others show that accounting professionals would like more time working on strategic tasks and 
finding ways to reduce costs. The right AI solution makes that possible all while working without technical 
training or elaborate template setups.

To illustrate the power of this type of solution, we want to show you the math on the ROI. It speaks for itself. AI-
powered invoice capture, when pre-trained and requiring no “training” for or by AP clerks, can reduce time spent 
entering invoices by 90%.

AI-Powered Invoice Capture - No One Likes Entering Invoices

100 invoices a day, 5 minutes spent entering each
100 approvals a day, 1 minute spent on handoff / review each

 

$45,000 fully-loaded (benefits and taxes included) AP clerk
$80,000 fully-loaded approver

 

$195 spent per day entering invoices
$70 spent per day approving invoices

 

Reduce $195 by 90%
Reduce $70 by 25%

Realize $50,410 in annual savings, assuming 261 working days per year.

$

$

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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Limitations with Configurable NBI 
Processes How Customizable NBI Creates Efficiency and Effectiveness

New matter request initiators (Legal Practice 
Assistants or Requesting Attorneys) have difficulty 
identifying and selecting the correct client entity 
new matters, when multiple iterations of similar 
client names exist.

Smart Search: customize a search utility to search the client database more 
robustly, or determine. Search functions often fail to display relevant metadata 
about client accounts. Custom searches overcome this challenge and can 
enhance to the initial entry process by making faster and less frustrating. 

Initiators spend enter the same data repeatedly 
on similar matter requests which are opened 
periodically over time.

Matter Modeling: For onboarding recurring or similar types of matters, intelligent 
Matter Modeling can prefill matter data details and update only those fields 
having unique values. This significantly reducing time needed to complete new 
matter entry.

Entering multiple new matters for the same client 
at one time requires tedious and repetitive entries.

Multiple Matter Creation : Custom processes added in front of popular practice 
management systems reduce matter entries from multiple to one.

New matter process requires using multiple sys-
tems, often entering some of the same data more 
than once.

Single Data Entry: Custom front-end software can integrate with multiple sys-
tems and output the correct information to each of those systems with only one 
entry on the part of the initiator. Remove repetitive entry entirely.

Manual or partially automated Client/Matter 
Intake processes lack data validation, resulting in 
messy databases with errors or omissions.

Rules-based Data Validation: In a customized front-end, automate data clean-
liness and compliance. Required fields can display dynamically based on the 
matter type and role of the initiator. Get all the correct data on the first try and 
keep databases clean.

Lack of customization leads to acceptance issues, 
bottlenecks, and internal push back, wasting time 
and causing repeat work. Firms accept that they 
have to use workarounds with their application.

Fully-Custom Solution: keep existing applications, but add a fully customizable 
matter intake solution. Areas of customization can include: forms, data, routing, 
approvals, conditional events, exceptions & special circumstance handling, time-
line enforcement, escalations, system integrations, automated system and re-
minder notices, and automated or ad hoc reporting. Customization can change 
with time or adapt to newly added systems in the overall network.

Approvals fail to align with the way a firm needs 
them to work, especially matters with exceptions or 
special circumstances.

Custom Approvals and Routing: Rules-based routing for standard and special 
circumstance approvals can easily accommodate a firm’s unique circumstances 
and can easily adapt to re-organizations. This can also identify and route to the 
primary approvers or their designated alternates based on the matter type, in 
addition to other data-driven or threshold criteria selected on the form as it is 
completed.    

The #1 issue we encounter with New Business Intake (NBI) processes within law firms: a lack of cuomstizaiton. 
Firms may have a configurable solution in place, but it can fail to meet the unique and sometimes quircky needs 
of an individual law firm. Below we explain how these limitations have been overcome at AM Law 200 firms.

Benefits tof customization ypically include: reduced training, higher adoption and utilization by users including 
attorneys, reduced process bottlenecks particularly with special circumstance approval layers or exceptions, and 
faster matter opening times and increased ROI. 

New Business Intake: Why Configure, When You Need Customization?

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
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A few articles really stood out. They focused on automation at law firms or reviewing legal-focused automa-
tion solutions:

American Bar Association Guide on Using Automation to Improve Your Practice

Discusses new business intake, document management, accounts payable, billing, compliance, and 
client communication.

An Attorney Provides a Detail-Rich Account of His Automation Efforts

 Explores client communication, scheduling, billing, new business intake, and document assembly and 
management.

An Incredible, Comprehensive Review of 35 Current Legal Software Applications 

From Emerj, an AI research and advisory company, explore many current (and some cutting-edge) legal 
automation solutions. Covers areas like due diligence, case prediction, analytics, document assembly, 
billing, and more.

IV  Deep Dive into “Goldilocks” Solutions

https://www.i-nnovate.com/
https://www.americanbar.org/groups/law_practice/publications/law_practice_magazine/2019/JA2019/JA19PerySimon/
https://www.araglegal.com/attorneys/learning-center/topics/practice-management-technology/how-to-automate-administrative-tasks-for-your-firm
https://emerj.com/ai-sector-overviews/ai-in-law-legal-practice-current-applications/
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Automation with no Giant Software Suite Needed

Many automation solutions require six-figure 
investments into large, enveloping suites that may 
have more features you care to pay for. They also may 
require significant configuration or customization 
that may or may not be feasible for your internal IT or 
administrative staff to handle.

I-nnovate offers specialized, focused solutions that 
come customized to your firm.

New Business Intake Automation

Generate new revenue faster and with fewer 
bottlenecks. Pay less than large, packaged products 
and keep the conflicts checking provider you prefer.

Whether you want something brand new or want 
to start with pre-built and pre-integrated options, 
experience full customization either way. The solutions 
ensures compliance with your organization’s policies 
and business rules for onboarding.

I-nnovate’s new business applications fully integrate 
popular financial practice management systems such 
as Elite, Aderant, or Juris. 

Conflicts systems such as Intapp integrate seamlessly. 
You can experience excellence in both new 
business workflow and conflicts checking – without 
compromising on either. 

Organizations regularly integrate with document 
management systems, including iManage and 
eDOCS. All solutions include reporting via SQL Server 
Reporting Services reports (SSRS).

Bulk Inactive Matter Review and Closure

Identify inactive matters and make intelligent choices 
on assigning them for review or closing them en masse 
– in just minutes. 

Lawyers and staff can review and dispatch large 
volumes of inactive matters with explicit enforcement 
of the firm’s rules, policies, and approvals. 

Each user can make controlled and auditable updates 
to reclassify matter status in the firm’s financial system. 
However, this solution keeps non-privileged users out 
of the financial system itself.

RoboPay for AI-Powered Invoice Capture and 
Accounts Payable Automation

Automated Invoice Processing that Eliminates 90% 
Manual Invoice Entry – Instantly

Survive and scale with significant cost reductions for 
your AP team. 

Starting with the first PDF invoice you submit to 
RobPay®, experience up to 95% accuracy that also 
reduces human error. 

RoboPay accurately identifies key data such as invoice 
number, date, vendor name, total amount, etc. and 
records it into Quickbooks or other popular accounting 
software. Process payments immediately after 
accepting the AI’s scan of the invoice.

Give AP freedom from repetitive tasks, and they can 
focus on cutting costs.

Want to learn all the ways I-nnovate can help automate your law firm? We have over a dozen 
workflow-oriented solutions. Start with a simple discussion:

marketing@i-nnovate.com
(972) 292-7078, ext. 8

https://www.i-nnovate.com/

